l6      THEORY   AND    PRACTICE    OF    EDUCATION
child has much more energy for creation and  adaptive
imitation,
In schools where free work is the rule, teachers nearly
always find that it is the so-called dull children who profit
most—especially in arithmetic when fear hampers the
nervous child. Thus in a class of children who organized
a post office and who did all their arithmetic in connexion
with it, those who improved most were those who were poor
at the subject. The reason was partly, no doubt, because
as they wished to calculate quickly and accurately they put
In hours of practice outside school, but also because they
approached the work in the spirit of play. They associated
pleasure and freedom with play and had no dread of
making mistakes. Professor Cizek's children are another
case in point. Not all art teachers can be a Professor
Cizek, but all can encourage creative work, give technical
training only as the children feel the need of it and, above
all, chase fear from the class-room. If a child is doing
badly at school and his intelligent quotient shows him to
be normal, one of the first questions to ask is, * Is he afraid
of any one or anything ? *
It will be easily seen that a teacher's attitude towards
the problem of a child's fear will colour the greater part
of his professional work. If he feels as McDougall doe^,
no desire for results will induce him to use threats or punish-
ment, and when, as is often the case, he inadvertently
frightens a child he will do his best to minimize the mischief.
To the over-sensitive teacher of little children one warning
is necessary. However greatly she desires that children
shall grow up fearless and assured, she is defeating her
own ends if she gets into that state of mind when she is
constantly afraid of frightening them, of hurting their
feelings, of thwarting them or of giving them the wrong
sort of help. Such an atmosphere of nervousness and undue
caution is felt by the children, and for this, if for no other
reason, is to be avoided. To grow up amongst i>eople

